
Entra ID Onboarder Pack

Rapid time to value.

Contact: Christi Luther | cluther@withum.com

Seamless Integration, Effortless Onboarding

❖ Automated User and Device Lifecycle Management: 
Streamlines the entire lifecycle process from onboarding to 
offboarding, reducing manual IT tasks and increasing operational 
efficiency.

❖ Seamless Integration with Cloud HR Systems: Facilitates real-
time synchronization with HR platforms, ensuring that user 
accounts and permissions are up-to-date and secure.

❖ Comprehensive Support for Windows and Macs: Offers a 
unified approach to device deployment and management, 
simplifying the setup process for IT teams and end-users alike.

Withum’s Entra ID Onboarder Pack is revolutionizing IT efficiency with a 
comprehensive, automated solution for user and device lifecycle 
management, tailored for organizations of all size.

EMPOWERING YOUR ENTERPRISE



Automate to Innovate: Onboarding Simplified

Withum Experience

When it comes to Microsoft 365 and Azure you need an experienced partner who has helped 

organizations safeguard their data and enhance compliance. Our tailored approach offers you a 

ready-to-implement package that is not only effective today but also scalable for your future 

business growth. Partner with us to ensure your data remains protected, compliant and aligned 

with industry best practices.

Our offer features: 

❖ Integration with Over 20 HR Solutions: Seamlessly connects Entra ID with 

a diverse range of HR systems, enhancing HR processes and data 

management.

❖ User Lifecycle Management Across Platforms: Bridges Entra ID with 

hundreds of SaaS and on-premises applications, ensuring smooth user 

lifecycle transitions.

❖ Manual Account Creation Flexibility: Allows IT to expedite account 

creation in Entra ID manually for specific accounts when necessary.

❖ Advanced Device Deployment and Management: Utilizes Windows 

Autopilot, Apple Business Manager, and Intune for efficient white-glove 

device deployment and secure remote wipes for departing users. This will 

remove your current device imaging process.
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The “Entra ID Onboarder Pack" simplifies IT operations with its automated 
integration and device management, making it ideal for both small and large 
organizations. It streamlines the onboarding process, from HR systems to 
identity providers and apps, and includes device management tools like 
Windows Autopilot and Apple Business Manager. This pack not only enhances 
IT efficiency but also supports business growth through technology.
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